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The new trainees were officially welcomed in Verl by the Managing Director
Hans Beckhoff (front right), in compliance with the current social distancing rules.

29 new Beckhoff apprentices start
an exciting career in 2020
On August 3, 2020, 29 apprentices started their professional future at the

Beckhoff provides training in eight different professions. After successfully

Verl-based automation specialist with an official welcome from Managing

completing their training, junior employees are offered long-term and inter-

Director Hans Beckhoff. With these new additions, the company currently

esting career prospects, as well as the opportunity to specialize in all areas of

employs a total of 100 apprentices. “As the world‘s leading manufacturer

the company. “Dual training is the optimal basis for a successful professional

of PC-based control technology, Beckhoff Automation offers young people

future and, above all, an important alternative to traditional university studies.

a dynamic working environment with exciting future prospects,” says Hans

Well-trained and highly motivated junior staff from within the company are

Beckhoff. “The large number of apprentices shows the high value we place

a significant success factor for Beckhoff Automation. This is why we invest in

on the development of young talent. This is an integral part of the company.”

them,” explains Hans Beckhoff.
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Beckhoff Rhein-Ruhr opens new office in Aachen

Strong economic region and exciting
university landscape
In order to further consolidate its sales territory in western Germany, Beckhoff Rhein-Ruhr opened an office in Monheim three
and a half years ago in addition to the Moers branch. Last year, the establishment of a further location in Aachen started, which
officially opened on 1 August 2019. After almost a year, the expansion of the premises has now been completed. The official
opening ceremony was scheduled for July 2, 2020. Despite the cancellation of the inauguration due to COVID-19, Beckhoff draws
a positive balance regarding the choice of its new location.

“The decision in favor of Aachen was obvious,” reports Ralf Stachelhaus, branch

His colleague Erich Klaßen, who first trained as an electronics engineer and later

manager of Beckhoff Rhein-Ruhr. And adds: “We have many important cus-

studied automation technology at the Jülich University of Applied Sciences and

tomers here, who have already been served by our Moers branch for 20 years.

then held positions as a leading developer in various industrial companies, is an

Another important point is the proximity to RWTH Aachen University, one of

experienced application engineer with specialist knowledge of complex drive

the most renowned German universities for engineering science courses, which

technology and looks after Beckhoff customers on site.

also enjoys an excellent international reputation. As an innovative technology
company, contact with highly qualified young people is essential for us.”

Beckhoff is represented throughout Germany with a total of 23 sales offices and
is therefore present in all regions. Headquartered in Verl, East Westphalia, the

The cooperation between Beckhoff and RWTH Aachen University has existed

company is represented in 39 countries worldwide with its own branch offices

for many years. Many chairs use Beckhoff products and technologies, including

and through other partners in 75 countries.

TwinCAT Vision, Machine Learning or high-precision measurement technology
as well as classic automation with PLC, safety, drive technology, CNC and HMI,
both in the training of young engineers and in their research.
The new office in Aachen is therefore currently focusing intensively on university management – both in the areas of support and application as well as in
the recruitment of young talents. “Our goal is to make Beckhoff known early
on, particularly to future engineers. They are the decision-makers of tomorrow
and can have a lasting influence on the design of automation solutions of the
future. In addition, they are naturally also exciting potential colleagues for us,”
explains Ralf Stachelhaus.
In the medium term, Beckhoff plans to expand its new location in Aachen,
Germany, into a fully-fledged office with sales, application and support departments. So far, two colleagues have been working in the newly established office.
The areas of application and university management are handled by Christian
Kukla from Aachen. After completing his training as an IT systems electronics engineer, he studied electrical engineering and information technology as well as
economics at RWTH Aachen University, where he is currently working towards
a doctorate in mechanical engineering. He is responsible for on-site support for
all institutes in Aachen across the entire Beckhoff product range.

Erich Klaßen, Ralf Stachelhaus and Christian Kukla (from left)
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EtherCAT: Open Beckhoff technology sets record
with 3,000 vendor IDs

3,000 registered
device manufacturers
prove EtherCAT
system’s advantages

Beckhoff introduced the EtherCAT real-time Ethernet system to the market in 2003 and disclosed its details within
the EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG) the same year. The
ultra-fast communication system has taken the automation
world by storm ever since, says Thomas Rettig, Senior Manager of Control Systems and Communication Architecture
at Beckhoff – a fact that was underscored further when the
ETG issued its 3,000th EtherCAT vendor ID in July 2020.

Now with 3,000 officially registered device manufacturers, EtherCAT has by far
the broadest base of adoption in the industrial Ethernet market. According to
the ETG, the user organization with the second-highest number of registered
manufacturers has only about half as many. According to Thomas Rettig, this
success is based mainly on the technology itself because it delivers as many
Thomas Rettig: “As the inventor

advantages to users as it does to the manufacturers of EtherCAT devices:

of EtherCAT, Beckhoff is pleased

“EtherCAT is the ideal technology for the diverse requirements of controllers

with the overwhelming response

as well as peripherals. On the controller side, you want to have as little special-

despite the fact that the open-

ized hardware as possible in order to put existing computers to use, while on

ness of EtherCAT generates more

the device side you want total hardware integration to save costs and reduce

competition. On the other hand,

complexity.”

Beckhoff customers benefit from
the greatest diversity of devices

With EtherCAT, all complex and time-critical functions are integrated into the

on the market.”

device controller chips, which are available from 12 different semiconductor
producers. Simple devices require no microcontroller and therefore no software since some of the chips already come with I/O interfaces built-in. Since
the EtherCAT controller is fully software-based, it only needs a conventional
Ethernet port, which means that it can be implemented on almost any PC or
microcontroller board with no additional hardware. In addition, there is the
broad spectrum of available real-time operating systems: about 35 RTOSs are
available for EtherCAT controllers.
The easy EtherCAT implementation provided by the ETG‘s extraordinary “ecosystem” with support from Beckhoff is the second major factor for the system’s
success. It ranges from extensive implementation guidelines and the Developer
Forum on the organization’s website with almost 7,000 posts to the development support provided by ETG employees. The “Slave Stack Code” and related
software tools, which Beckhoff supplies to all ETG members at no charge, has
already been downloaded over 11,000 times. And the Conformance Test Tool,
which ensures compatibility with the standard and is also a practical development tool, is another important building block of the EtherCAT ecosystem.

More information:
www.ethercat.org
www.beckhoff.com/ethercat
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Government Engagement Program on Standards

Dr. Karl Weber represents German Federal Ministry
in top-level IEEE committee
Dr. Karl Weber was appointed as official representative of the German Federal Ministry of Economics and Energy (BMWi) to
the Government Engagement Program on Standards (GEPS) of the world’s largest professional association of electrical and
information technology engineers IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers). The committee advises the IEEE Standards Association (IEEE SA) and enables governments from all over the world to access and participate in the standardization
processes of the IEEE.
IEEE standards are essential tools to support modern infrastructure, innovation

have a certain amount of influence and

and international trade, protect consumers and address societal challenges and

can contribute our own ideas and the re-

other public needs. The IEEE invites policy makers to participate in the IEEE GEPS

quirements of our industrial customers to IT

to determine the direction and priorities of IEEE SA. Many information technol-

standardization,” continues Dr. Karl Weber.

ogy standards are defined in IEEE working groups. Most of the market-determining IT groups, such as Microsoft, are headquartered in the USA. But in the

For Beckhoff, the appointment of his col-

future the association would like to involve European countries more. Dr. Karl

league Dr. Karl Weber as official represen-

Weber is now the first representative from the European Union to join the GEPS.

tative of the BMWi to the top-level IEEE
committee is a great honor and recognition.

Intensive exchange with international IT experts

“With our colleague Dr. Karl Weber, GEPS

Dr. Karl Weber has been working on fieldbus standardization since the end of

gains a very experienced automation ex-

the 1980s and is also involved in the international standardization organization

pert who is both committed to consistent

IEC. After studying computer science and obtaining his doctorate, Dr. Karl Weber

standardization as a sustainable basis for

worked with Siemens in the field of real-time communication for 25 years. In

industrial communication and has a com-

Dr. Karl Weber, expert for industrial

industry as well as in research and science (including Zurich University of Applied

prehensive understanding of the concerns

communication both for Beckhoff

Science and Fraunhofer IOSB INA), he dedicated himself to Ethernet communica-

of government, the IT industry and automa-

and in the EtherCAT Technology

tion and contributed his experience to a wide range of projects. Since May 2013,

tion and brings them together in a focused

Group, is the official representative

Dr. Karl Weber has been working as an expert for industrial communication both

way,” says Hans Beckhoff, managing owner

of the German Federal Ministry

for Beckhoff and in the EtherCAT Technology Group. He has also been active in

of Beckhoff Automation and IEEE senior

of Economics and Energy (BMWi)

IEEE for 18 years and is now a senior member of the organization. In his new

member, with great pleasure. He continues:

to the Government Engagement

function, he represents the German Federal Ministry of Economics and Energy.

“The work in the IEEE is very important for

Program on Standards (GEPS) of

us as a company. We now play a central role

the IEEE.

“The dialogue with the IT world is of great importance for us. IT and industry

in worldwide IEEE standardization projects

are increasingly merging. At the same time, both industries are developing at

and can contribute automation technology concerns. Only if we consistently ex-

different rates. While IT is producing new variants at a rapid pace, in industry it

change ideas with other companies from the IT and electrical industries can we

is the technologies that have been tried and tested over many years that are the

drive technological innovations based on common standards, thus creating add-

basis for further developing the reliable automation of machines and systems. It is

ed value and consistency for users, i.e. also our customers, all over the world.”

important to me not to see IT developments as trends or hype, but to make established standards usable for automation in a sustainable and controlled manner,”
explains Dr. Karl Weber. His goal is to advance IT integration in automation in a
meaningful way with regard to standards.
Common platform for the further development of automation
Dr. Karl Weber’s membership in the GEPS of the IEEE brings decisive advantages
for both the BMWi and Beckhoff. “We are now involved in developments in IEEE
standards at an early stage and receive the necessary background information.
We can take this into account both in Germany’s technological orientation and
in our Beckhoff products and solutions. As a member of GEPS, we naturally also

More information:
www.ieee.org
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AL8000: high-performance linear motor series with Made in Germany quality

Highly dynamic linear motors
with flexible, modular design
Backed by its wealth of expertise in the development of rotary servomotors, Beckhoff has added an innovative product
to its portfolio in the area of drive technology. This new generation of high‐performance and modular linear motors was
developed in cooperation with its dynamically growing subsidiary Fertig Motors.

up to
6,750 N

PC Control 03 | 2020
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The new AL8000 product family is based on a modular system design con-

Yet another advantage of the modular coil design is the precisely symmet-

sisting of linear motors and magnetic plates. Users can choose between three

rical structure of the linear motors. There are uniform intervals between the

widths: 50 mm (AL8x2x), 80 mm (AL8x4x) and 130 mm (AL8x6x). In addition,

mounting holes of the linear motors throughout the entire AL8000 series. This

each width category offers a broad range of different linear motor types in

makes it easier for machine manufacturers to construct the machine slide and

terms of overall length, type of winding and cooling type. The standard prod-

automatically ensures screw mounting compatibility with the other linear

uct portfolio therefore contains a total of 28 different linear motor types for

motors of the same width. In addition, the symmetrical structure ensures

implementing highly dynamic and powerful linear axes to suit specific appli-

consistent force and temperature distribution within the motor, thus avoiding

cation requirements. Depending on the size of the linear motor, peak forces of

critical hot spots.

120 to 6,750 N can be achieved as well as maximum speeds of up to 12 m/s.
Another special feature of the AL8000 relates to the connection technology:
Like the established AM8000 rotary servomotors, the AL8000 family of linear

The linear motors feature a combined cable with a fixed cable length. This

motors is fully developed and manufactured in Germany. A consistently high

combined cable contains both the power supply and the temperature sensor.

level of production quality is therefore guaranteed as well as high availability

Because the power transmission is combined with thermal protection, there is

and short supply chains for realizing durable and highly reliable applications

no need for a thermoprotection cable either directly on the linear motor or in

with linear motor technology. Further advantages include outstanding service

the drag chain up to the control cabinet. This reduces material costs, potential

and support, ensuring that customer requirements can be fulfilled quickly

error sources and installation costs.

and flexibly.
The AL8000 linear motor series uses the same cable and connector plug as
Modular coil design

the AM8000 rotary synchronous servomotors, which means identical standard

In keeping with the modular system principle, the entire coil part is composed

motor cables are used for both product series. This not only simplifies logistics,

of individual, identical segments. This construction is especially favorable from

but also ordering on the part of the machine manufacturer – in cases where

a production perspective: Depending on which linear motor the customer or-

a machine is to be equipped with both rotary and linear servomotors from

ders, the production process can be adapted quickly and easily to the relevant

Beckhoff. The linear motor cable is optionally available pre‐assembled with

number of segments. This positively impacts both delivery times and the ability

matching connector or an open cable end with free cores.

to adapt to customer requirements. If users do not find what they are looking
for in the standard product portfolio, a custom motor can also be developed

Fully integrated in the motion system

and produced without major additional cost and effort. Any number of coils

The AL8000 linear motors are fully integrated into Beckhoff drive technology

can be implemented in steps of three up to a maximum of 45 coils, in order

and optimized for use in combination with other system components. The series

to fulfill individual application requirements.

is also adapted accordingly to the technical specifications of the AX5000

The AL8000 linear motors consist of a primary part with tailored winding types and
a matching secondary part.

|
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Advantages of
linear motors

Due to their optimized product design and modular coil
concept, new AL8000 series linear motors achieve high
peak forces in the smallest mounting spaces.

Loads can be transported within a machine using a variety of different sys-

belt, the transmitted forces, the precision and the control accuracy

tems. Either conventional drive systems, such as rack-and-pinion, spindle or

of the system are restricted.

toothed belt drives, can be used or linear motor systems. The respective sys-

–

tems offer different advantages depending on the application requirements.

Rack-and-pinion drive systems can cover long travel paths, high
dynamics, and the transmission of high forces. The achievable accuracy

Apart from costs, key factors when choosing the best solution include require-

is likewise restricted, by the backlash between the rack and pinion.

ments in relation to the masses to be moved, the length of the travel path, the

–

positioning accuracy and the required dynamic.

Spindle systems on the other hand achieve very high transmittable
forces owing to their system translation as well as high positioning
accuracy. The travel path and dynamic in terms of achievable speeds

The conventional drive mechanics are powered by a rotary motor and general-

are the limiting parameters in this case.

ly use its encoder for positioning. However, since the mechanical conversion of
rotary movement to translational movement is always dependent on backlash,

Linear motor systems are therefore especially advantageous when very strict

the positioning accuracy is impaired. To achieve highly accurate positioning,

requirements have to be fulfilled both in relation to dynamic and positioning

a second external encoder system is therefore required directly at the load,

accuracy. Because there is no mechanical conversion from rotary to transla-

though this comes at an additional cost. In addition, use of a conventional

tional movement, there is no backlash on the connection between the load

drive mechanism often necessitates a gear unit to adjust the mass inertia

and the motor. The position sensor can therefore also be connected directly to

ratio, which again involves additional costs. Apart from the acquisition costs,

the motor so that backlash-free, highly dynamic and precise position control is

the running costs owing to regular maintenance have to be taken into account

possible. The direct translational movement of the linear motor together with

with conventional drive mechanics. Irrespective of this, drive systems can be

a high-resolution position feedback is the basic prerequisite for achieving

classified as follows (also see table):

high-precision machines.

–

Toothed belt drives can transmit a high dynamic in terms of speed and
are attractively priced. However, owing to the elasticity of the toothed

Toothed belt system

Rack-and-pinion system

Spindle system

Linear motor system

Dynamic







 

Positioning accuracy







 

Transmittable forces





 



Length of travel path









Features of the linear motor system in comparison with conventional drive mechanics
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Angela Vogt,
Product Manager
Drive Technology,
Beckhoff Automation

The TwinCAT 3 Motion Designer enables an optimally tailored drive design,
taking into consideration all relevant system parameters and in combination with
the AX8000 and AX5000 Servo Drives.

digital compact servo drives and the AX8000 multi‐axis servo system, meaning
that an ideal drive system can be designed for each application.
Both the design and commissioning of the AL8000 linear motors are straightforward and user friendly through the use of standard TwinCAT 3 software
tools. This simplifies application calculations and the dimensioning of the
drive components (motor, servo drive and other accessories) when designing
the drive system using the TC3 Motion Designer (TE5910). Users can scale the
rotary and linear drive technology of their entire machine to suit their needs.
All they need to know in this respect are the details of the loads to be moved
and the required dynamics. They can then use this data to create a full load
profile and either independently select the best motors for their application
or have this indicated using the optimization function of the TC3 Motion
Designer. Users also have direct access to technical data sheets, dimensional
drawings and motor characteristics.
Following completion of the design, the system is commissioned using the
proven TC3 Drive Manager 2 (TE5950) engineering software. This tool fully
supports the AL8000 and systematically guides users through commissioning.
The drive parameters can also be displayed, adjusted and their impact on the
drive response examined during operation for optimization efforts.

‘Made in Germany’ quality includes extensive tests of all supplied
linear motors on a specially developed test bench.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/al8000
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TwinCAT/BSD is designed as a successor to
Windows CE for Beckhoff Industrial PCs, but
is also suitable in many applications as an

TwinCAT/BSD: New operating system
for Beckhoff Industrial PCs

alternative to the more complex Windows 7
and 10 operating systems.

Multi-core-capable,
Unix-compatible operating system for TwinCAT 3
real-time applications

TwinCAT/BSD provides an alternative operating system for all of the latest

The new TwinCAT/BSD operating system offers multi-core support, making

Beckhoff Industrial PC platforms. TwinCAT/BSD combines the TwinCAT run-

it possible to reserve individual cores exclusively for TwinCAT if required. In

time with FreeBSD, an industrial proven and reliable open source operating

addition to a large number of FreeBSD and Linux programs, TwinCAT functions

system. FreeBSD is Unix-compatible and is continually being developed fur-

can also be installed via the Beckhoff Package Server. Moreover, uncomplicat-

ther, improved and optimized as an open source project by a large group of

ed updates of the operating system and the TwinCAT runtime are possible in

developers. The system – and thus also TwinCAT/BSD – supports both 32- and

this way via the network.

64-bit platforms and makes scalable systems possible in a wide range of CPUs
from ARM to Intel® Xeon® CPUs.
The current minimum size of a basic image is around 300 MB, with a very small
RAM consumption of less than 100 MB. Therefore, very compact controllers
can be realized with TwinCAT/BSD and all TwinCAT 3 runtime functions can
More information:
www.beckhoff.com/twincat-bsd

be used. The programming is still carried out on a Windows development
computer and with TwinCAT 3 XAE integrated in Visual Studio®.

EL51xx: EtherCAT I/O series extended by four highly compact, high-performance terminals

Compact and cost-effective analysis of incremental signals
The four new EtherCAT Terminals acquire incremental signals with high fre-

itoring, also enable data pre-processing directly in the terminal. Beyond that,

quencies up to 5 MHz and feature numerous parameterization options and

the measurement of period, frequency and speed with a resolution of 10 ns is

integrated functions that enable optimum adaptation to control tasks.

also available. In addition, a duty cycle measurement of the incoming signal is
implemented. Due to the optional interpolating micro-increment functionality,

Each EtherCAT Terminal offers an integrated sensor supply, parameterizable to

the terminals can determine even more precise axis positions for dynamic

5, 12 or 24 V. Encoders with differential RS422, 5 V TTL or open collector inter-

axes. The synchronous reading of the position values with other process data

face can be connected. Based on internal pull-up resistors, no external wiring

in the EtherCAT system is realized via the high-precision EtherCAT distributed

is required for open collector analysis. Additional 24 V digital inputs are used

clocks. This enables simple and precise synchronization of controller tasks.

to save, lock and set the counter value. A wide range of integrated functions,
such as rotary axis functionality, workpiece measurement and standstill mon-

PC Control 03 | 2020
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EP7402: IP67 EtherCAT I/O
for conveyor control

Integrated compact
motor controller reduces
cabling effort and increases
diagnostic capabilities for
roller conveyor systems

The EP7402 EtherCAT Box from Beckhoff boosts efficiency and space savings in roller conveyor systems.

With the new EP7402 EtherCAT Box from Beckhoff, the control architecture and

In conveyor operation the EP7402 can also be operated without a PLC

cabling of roller conveyor systems become significantly more efficient. With the

and provides functions such as Zero Pressure Accumulation (ZPA), single

high IP67 protection rating, this compact motor controller for BLDC motors is

or block discharge. Further EtherCAT devices such as digital and analog I/Os,

ideally suited for conveyor tasks in intralogistics and assembly technology as

barcode readers or safety devices can be connected to the additional EtherCAT

well as in the packaging, food and beverage industries.

junction. The EtherCAT Box with IP67 protection rating measures only
174 mm x 60 mm x 36.5 mm and can be easily mounted in standard C-channel

The EP7402 EtherCAT Box offers two outputs with integrated motion controller

or L-brackets on the conveyor frame. It requires no additional protective

for the direct connection of 24 V DC conveyor roller motors or other BLDC

covering, which saves additional installation space. Power supply and EtherCAT

motors (up to 3.5 A). Eight additional digital inputs/outputs enable connection

communication take place via a single cable with a B23 ENP hybrid connector

of e.g. photoelectric switches and communication between the different box

(28 A/45 °C current carrying capacity).

modules in operation without a PLC. The EP7402 takes over the complete
control of a roller motor independently of the conveyor or motor manufacturer.
The control of the motors is sensorless. Maximum rated current, acceleration or
deceleration ramps and various other parameters can be configured, allowing
optimal adaptation to different applications.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/ep7402

The EL51xx series is extended by the following
EtherCAT Terminals:
–

EL5102: 2-channel incremental encoder interface,
5 V (RS422, TTL, open collector)

–

EL5112: 2-channel incremental encoder interface,
5 V (2 x AB or 1 x ABC RS422, TTL, open collector)

–

EL5122: 2-channel incremental encoder interface,
5 V single-ended (TTL, open collector)

–

EL5131: 1-channel incremental encoder interface,
5 V with two parameterizable 24 V DC outputs
More information:
www.beckhoff.com/el51xx

|
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With alpha ventus, Germany’s first offshore wind farm started
operation in April 2010.
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PC-based control has powered Germany’s first offshore wind farm from the start

10 years of alpha ventus with
PC-based wind turbine control
Ten years ago, Germany entered the era of offshore wind energy generation with the inauguration of the alpha ventus project.
The wind farm was also the first in the world that went into operation under deep-sea conditions. Over the last 10 years, its
12 turbines linked to an offshore transformer station have fed 2.1 terawatt-hours of green electricity into the German power
grid. Six of the turbines were supplied by the Spanish company Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy (Adwen, formerly Areva). In
this interview, Bernd Zickert of Adwen Technology talks about the use of PC-based technology from Beckhoff in these systems.

Which Beckhoff products have been deployed in the alpha ventus

nals as I/O components and an EK1100 EtherCAT Bus Coupler with EL6731

wind farm?

PROFIBUS master/slave terminals in the nacelle and rotor hub. This turned
out to be a great compromise that made use of EtherCAT‘s cost savings and

Bernd Zickert: The Beckhoff products are mainly used in the turbines that we

performance as a higher-level bus system from the start. The two PROFIBUS

installed. We defined the basic system architecture based on PC-based control

masters in the nacelle did not require the purchase and configuration of a

back with the second prototype in 2006. Since not all EtherCAT Terminals

separate computer but were implemented smartly and cost-effectively with

were yet available back then or did not have sufficient operational history,

two EL6731 terminals.

we decided to deploy the BK1120 EtherCAT Bus Coupler and K-Bus termi-

© DOTI 2010 / alpha ventus / Picture: Matthias Ibeler
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Which industrial PC did you select back then?

What has been your practical experience with Beckhoff technology?

Bernd Zickert: The main computer is a built-in fanless C6515 IPC running the

Bernd Zickert: The consistently good experiences we had collected with

Windows CE operating system. It controls, among other things, the following

PC-based control on the onshore prototypes were confirmed throughout the

PROFIBUS slaves: main transformer, medium-voltage switchgear and air

project. Most of the basics had already been defined with the three onshore

treatment frequency converter. The slave unit is the CX9000 Embedded PC,

prototypes and the M5000-116 hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) test turbine in-

which also runs Windows CE and communicates with the frequency converters

stallation. Thus, alpha ventus was able to benefit from the collected findings

of the rotor blade pitch adjustment via a BK3150 PROFIBUS “Compact” Bus

in terms of development, function testing, commissioning and operation. The

Coupler. The operating data is exchanged between the individual turbines over

Beckhoff components are operating reliably even after 10 years; only a few

real-time Ethernet and transmitted to the higher-level wind farm management

of them had to be replaced. We also benefit from the modular, highly flexible

system in accordance with the IEC 61400-25 standard. We also use OPC UA

I/O level and the fact the entire system can be easily maintained remotely and

Server for the online visualization, Modbus TCP/IP for the data exchange with

features great diagnostic depth and computer performance.

the systems that monitor the conditions of the transmissions/main bearings
and blades, as well as an FTP server for uploading operating data or new

Are there any special advantages regarding the control software?

PLC versions. The data traffic within each turbine runs over EtherCAT. Each
has approximately 1,000 digital and 400 analog I/Os. The task cycle time we

Bernd Zickert: The PLC programs for the wind turbines were developed in

achieve is 10 ms. Since the real-time load is currently less than 30%, we have

TwinCAT 2 software. Through the separation between the PLC runtime and the

sufficient resources at our disposal for future improvements.

system manager, it was possible from the start to decouple the PLC program

M5000-116 HIL test bed, alpha ventus 2010
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from the hardware. A single PLC program thus covers all M5000-116 turbine
projects irrespective of their application and requirements, even with different
hardware system configurations. The same PLC programs run on all M5000116 turbines with serial numbers 02 through 130 and on all M5000-135
turbines with serial numbers 01 through 71. This standardization has great
benefits in terms of program maintenance, root cause analysis (RCA), and
failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA). It allows us to make retrofits and
optimizations available to every customer.
To what extent have you already implemented IoT-related
concepts in your wind farm?
Bernd Zickert: Considering the general objectives of IoT, we implemented the
most important steps more or less intentionally from the start. Each turbine
has up to three physically separate IP networks with a total of approximately
15 computers. All the turbines are linked to an offshore transformer station
with 33-kilovolt undersea cables that contain fiber optic lines for the various
networks. These fiber optic lines converge in the offshore transformer station
in a communication cabinet that was designed by us and built by Beckhoff.
A single 110-kilovolt (kV) undersea cable with fiber optic lines runs from
the transformer station to the mainland. The networks can be reached via a
public IP address. Each turbine writes its operating data (e.g., metering data,

Bernd Zickert, CSE AD5-116/AD5-135 at Adwen Technology

high-resolution error logs, informative messages, warnings, error messages
and parameter changes) to a central database autonomously. I believe that
automatic data analysis tools harbor significant potential for operational

Can you name some important intermediate steps in this

and service improvements, and the automatic delivery and central storage of

cooperative relationship?

operating data already provides the foundation for this.
Bernd Zickert: Beckhoff developed the IEC 61400-25 server as an interface
What about the cooperation and collaboration with Beckhoff?

to an external wind farm management system in 2008, and as far as I know,
alpha ventus was the first wind farm where it was deployed. In 2009, Beckhoff

Bernd Zickert: The cornerstone for the development of the M5000-116 for

developed the OPC UA Server as an interface between the PLC and the wind

the alpha ventus wind farm had already been laid a few years earlier, and

turbine HMI, and in 2011 we used TwinCAT 3 for the first time for an HIL wind

the first onshore prototype of the M5000-116 went into operation in late
2004 on behalf of the multibrid development company at the time. I/Os from

turbine simulation as the test environment for our wind farm management
system. The 110/33-kV network modules were implemented in MATLAB®/

Beckhoff were already part of the automation solution at the time. In order

Simulink® with great help from Beckhoff’s support team. And in 2017 we used

to have a uniform, open, flexible, proven, high-performing and future-proof

TwinCAT 3 to implement a hot-standby solution for the wind farm manage-

automation solution for wind turbines starting with the second prototype,

ment system for which Beckhoff did most of the software development work.

Beckhoff was selected as the control system and control cabinet supplier in
late 2005. The second onshore prototype of the M5000-116 went into oper-

The interview was conducted by Dirk Kordtomeikel,

ation with Beckhoff CX1020/CX9000 controllers in December 2006. Beckhoff

Industry Manager Wind Energy at Beckhoff Automation.

was actively involved in this project from the start, for example with the
design of the automation solution for the entire turbine and the M5000-116
HIL test bed that had to be developed simultaneously, the development of the
HMI framework in C#, the design and construction of the control cabinet and
the on-site functional testing. It turned out to be a great benefit that Beckhoff
supplied not only the control components but also the control cabinet for the
low-voltage system as well as all cabinets for the testing and commissioning
stages. Our cooperation with them has paid off greatly over the years for
both parties.

More information:
www.alpha-ventus.de
www.siemensgamesa.com
www.beckhoff.com/wind
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PC-based control combined with strain sensors for monitoring rotor blades in wind turbines

Digital strain measurement: condition monitoring
directly integrated into control technology
A fully digital measurement chain from strain sensor to the control and management levels is a prerequisite
for high-performance and integrated condition monitoring in wind turbines. Find out in this interview with
Matthias Finke, Deputy Marketing Manager at Leine & Linde, based at the company’s Hamburg location, how
this has been achieved in the case of ESR strain sensors in conjunction with PC-based control.

As a bidirectional interface, it allows data to be read from a sensor and also
transmitted to the sensor. The interface is based on the established and robust
RS485 physical layer, which means that sensitivity to external interference is low.
The cyclical redundancy checking (CRC) ensures data is transmitted securely and
any errors can be detected reliably.
Matthias Finke,

How is the associated gateway structured?

Deputy Marketing Manager
at Leine & Linde

Matthias Finke: Our understanding of a gateway is that the signals
from multiple ESR strain sensors can be implemented on the fieldbus over the
EnDat 2.2 interface. It is unimportant in this respect initially whether the relevant
bus couplers and I/O terminals are mounted on DIN rail in an existing control

What characterizes ESR strain sensors?

cabinet (e.g. pitch system) or are implemented as a stand-alone solution in
robust IP65 design for installation in the rotor blade root. The advantage of

Matthias Finke: The ESR series strain sensors are designed for permanent

the gateway concept is that the system design is as simple, robust and cost-

and temporary measurement of stress on practically all large structural compo-

effective as possible. The EL5032 EnDat 2.2 interface from Beckhoff offers ideal

nents. What is referred to here specifically is their use in wind turbine rotors

support for this approach, since it is extremely compact in design and can connect

for supporting regulation of the individual blades. Other fields of use include

to two strain sensors. The small footprint is especially beneficial with a system

load monitoring of cranes, material inspections and stress tests. The centerpiece

design involving multiple strain sensors. In addition, the EtherCAT I/O terminal

of the sensor is an electro-optical position encoder, which has already proven

fulfills our strict standards of quality and reliability just as with the EK9300

its worth in many industries over decades. Particularly worthy of mention

PROFINET-RT Bus Coupler.

in this regard is the mechanical robustness coupled with a very high sensor
resolution of 0.025 μm/m. In addition, an extremely broad measuring range

What is your experience of bus couplers and the EnDat interface

of ±5,000 μm/m is offered as well as a maximum transmission rate of up to

in practice?

30 kHz, which means that both static and highly dynamic applications can be
supported. A highly integrated application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC)

Matthias Finke: Our experience with use in wind turbines has been extremely

digitizes signals directly in the sensor, resulting in a low signal-to-noise ratio.

positive – worthy of particular mention in this respect is the installation location

The standardized EnDat 2.2 interface allows transmission of the incorporated

in the root area of rotor blades. System commissioning proved to be extremely

electronic type plate and ensures comprehensive diagnostic capabilities. The

easy, in terms of connecting both the ESR sensors and the PROFINET interface

ESR sensor series therefore represents the next evolutionary advance in digital

to the higher-level data recording system. This is especially true in relation to

strain measurement and the ideal basis for integrated condition monitoring.

connection of strain sensors since no separate commissioning is needed on
behalf of EnDat 2.2.

What specific advantages are offered by the EnDat 2.2 interface?
Which software functionalities are available for evaluating
Matthias Finke: EnDat 2.2 allows a fully digital measurement chain to be real-

the ESR data?

ized from individual strain sensor through to the control and management levels.
The interface is characterized especially by the following functions: Data can be

Matthias Finke: We see ourselves as a sensor and system supplier in this field of

transmitted at up to 30 kHz where needed at high frequency and in a highly

use. We offer a scalable solution, which covers many individual applications from

deterministic manner as well as in real time over a cable length of up to 100 m.

the ESR strain sensor to the EMS strain measurement system. Where ESR is used
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Strain sensor in the ESR series

Leine & Linde focuses on status monitoring for primary components in wind turbines.

exclusively, full access is provided to the measured raw data of each individual

Matthias Finke: The openness of PC-based control is paramount here. For

sensor, while plausibility and monitoring functions as well as functions for cali-

example, this means that it is possible to access the hardware even without the

bration and calculating bending moment are available with EMS in addition to

TwinCAT development environment, thus making it easier to change basic set-

the hardware components for installation in the wind turbine. The C++ function

tings or access diagnostic functions. Furthermore, optimum support is provided

library ESR eXtended is ideal for this scalable solution offering. We provide this

for creating graphical visualizations, since familiar development tools can be

library free of charge for TwinCAT 3 software. ESR eXtended is designed both

used here. From the perspective of a wind turbine manufacturer, PC-based control

to support system control in series use and for frequently changing measuring

allows direct integration of condition monitoring in the system control. This is

campaigns. Time synchronicity, signal reliability and system maintainability are

necessary since processor-intensive algorithms are frequently used for structure

determining factors for use in system control in relation to sensor signals and the

monitoring. Comprehensive monitoring can therefore be established, which

information generated. ESR eXtended supports this with the following functions:

allows the entire drive train to be monitored from generator to rotor – in parallel

full integration in PLC projects including all task classes, evaluation of sensor

with system control and using the same hardware.

self-diagnosis, online plausibility checking of measured values and automatic
importing of the sensor-integrated, digital type plate. Factors such as integration

What is your experience so far with specific customer projects?

in measuring projects, reproducibility and straightforward documentation are
especially important for use in measuring campaigns. The task class-integrated

Matthias Finke: As regards the fieldbus gateway, a number of measuring

querying of measured values, including synchronous time stamp, also helps here.

campaigns have already been carried out with the ESR strain sensor and the
EL5032 EnDat 2.2 interface. Our experience and that of our customers has been

Which TwinCAT features are especially beneficial for you?

positive, especially with respect to the fast integration and commissioning. An
experienced TwinCAT 3 user can start a measuring project after just five minutes,

Matthias Finke: We relied fully on TwinCAT 3 as the development environ-

in which all information concerning measured values, diagnostics and documen-

ment for creating ESR eXtended. A particularly positive aspect here is that with

tation has been recorded and processed digitally.

TwinCAT 3, our function library has been provided with a digital signature, which
guarantees the user a high degree of quality and traceability. Another practical
benefit is integration in the widely used Visual Studio® tool, which simplifies

The interview was conducted by Dirk Kordtomeikel,

familiarization. TwinCAT support for C++ likewise simplified the implementation

Industry Manager Wind Energy at Beckhoff Automation.

of our function library.
Which advantages does Beckhoff PC-based control technology

More information:
www.leinelinde.com/wind

offer in general?

www.beckhoff.com/wind
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Retrofit and production solution extends wind turbine (WT) service life

PC-based control, paired with sensor
and wind power expertise, optimizes
wind turbines’ service life
In a landmark achievement, the global installed capacity for wind energy generation surpassed 650 GW in the middle
of 2020. However, operating wind turbines successfully over the longer term involves a significant challenge: During
the next five years, more than one-third of turbines installed in Germany, Denmark and Spain will reach the end of
their intended service lives. In light of this, solutions capable of optimizing wind turbines and prolonging their useful
life – like a retrofit for pitch control systems, complete with rotor blade condition monitoring, co-developed by the
companies fos4X and aerodyn – offer an important way forward.

Munich-based fos4X GmbH, founded in 2010, is an established industry player
specializing in the use of data-driven approaches, including machine learning,

tions. Repairs can be time-consuming, resulting in outages lasting several
weeks.

to digitalize and optimize new and existing turbine systems. Its smart solutions,

–– Experience in the field has shown that wind turbine components are like-

based on robust fiber-optic rotor-blade sensor technology, are deployed in to-

ly to fail before they reach the end of their projected service life, which

day’s best-performing, latest-generation turbine systems. Aerodyn Energiesys-

means that an appropriate repair budget generally needs to be set aside.

teme GmbH, headquartered in Rendsburg, Germany, is an engineering firm that

–– Over a 10-year period, 2% of wind turbines, on average, needed to have

develops wind turbine (WT) systems and rotor blades, provides WT redesign

their blades completely replaced. The ability to monitor the structural con-

and optimization services, and licenses its turbine designs to third parties.

dition of rotor blades is therefore becoming increasingly important – not

The company’s portfolio is based on its modular aeroMaster technology – a

least because the blades’ acquisition cost accounts for 15% – 20%

three-blade design with electrically powered pitch control and a variable-speed

of the total costs of a turbine system.

generator/converter system.
Ultimately, the key consideration here is what kind of financial benefit a
End-of-life solutions for maximum plant efficiency

project to extend a turbine’s service life can deliver. One way to prolong the

End-of-life solutions are helping to extend wind turbines’ service life while

latter beyond a turbine’s design life is to reduce the load on the main com-

at the same time significantly increasing overall energy yields. Particularly

ponents, thus extending the relative service life without affecting the yield.

at sites where regulatory constraints mean repowering is not an option, pro-

For instance, a 10% reduction in damage-equivalent load at the rotor blade

longing generating units’ service life is sometimes the only way to preserve a

root results in a 50% longer service life. So if a system receives a retrofit

wind farm. Extending turbines’ useful life can also boost the financial appeal

in its tenth operating year that achieves such a reduction, its service life is

of wind power projects as well as bring down energy generation costs. This

extended by five years.

is underscored by the following figures for repairs and outages, and their
financial impacts:

Comprehensive load monitoring gives wind farm operators consistent visibil-

–– Rotor blade faults account for around 7% of all wind turbine malfunc-

ity into the impacts of discrete events on rotor blade service life. The same
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Wind turbines from
aerodyn are built on modular
aeroMaster technology.

indicators can serve as metrics for understanding differences in behavior
between individual turbines within one and the same wind farm, enabling
operators to identify wake effects (caused by wake currents in slipstreams) in
turbines with higher levels of fatigue, as well as damage caused by tracking
fluctuations in rotor blades’ natural frequencies, and yaw and pitch errors due
to uneven rotor loading.
A solution built on combined expertise
Solutions from fos4X bring down wind turbines’ energy production costs by
delivering the following:
–– higher annual power production
–– lower operating costs
–– minimized operation risk
–– extended service life
For Bernd Kuhnle, Chief Sales Officer at fos4X,

The focus of these solutions is on rotor blade sensors and data analytics. Says

the openness of PC-based control technology is key.

Bernd Kuhnle, Chief Sales Officer at fos4X: “In our joint solution with aerodyn,
we supply the hardware platform and the streaming analytics that serve as a

The solution is calibrated autonomously during regular system operation using al-

basis for different approaches to optimizing wind turbine operation and extend-

gorithms developed by fos4X. Much like a digital twin, the fos4X system produces

ing service life. The wind turbines are fitted with our field-proven sensor system,

high-quality data needed in subsequent processing. The real-time data captured

which is installed inside the rotor blades to protect it from environmental im-

and generated is read out by aerodyn and used to adjust each rotor blade’s angle

pacts. The sensors reliably deliver valuable data over the entire WT service life.”

of attack in a specially developed approach known as individual pitch control.
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Hub

Nacelle

Sensor axle 1

Sensor axle 2

Ethernet

Controller

CAN bus

Opto-electronic device

Turbine controller
(Nacelle cabinet)
CAN bus

Sensor axle 3

Pitch system

How the fos4X solution integrates with the turbine control system

But the system has more to offer in terms of value-add besides aerodyn’s

detail: “Self-monitoring routines ensure that the loads are always reduced

method of individual pitch control: While the basic version only measures

or, at minimum, never exceed the levels they would reach without individual

loads, it can be augmented to generate a load history over the system’s re-

pitch control. This means that the turbine doesn’t need to be re-certified.

maining service life. In addition, fos4X can detect yaw and pitch errors from

Nor do the wind turbine’s control parameters need to be modified. The load

the load data captured. Correcting these errors leads to a higher energy yield

management process uses the unsecured bus communication between the

and reduced wear. The solution can also monitor the condition of blades to

turbine controller and the pitch system as this allows the wind turbine to au-

identify damage or ice build-up. These capabilities make the solution the first

tomatically activate bypass modes and continue operating, even if an internal

in the world to enable comprehensive rotor blade monitoring while at the

system error occurs.”

same time delivering important data for use in digital twins and predictive
maintenance.

Control system with integrated condition monitoring
For actual access to the wind turbine’s control system, though, communication

Implementing individual pitch control

has to be secured. This, says Bernd Kuhnle, is where Beckhoff comes in as a

A variety of data needs to be captured in order to implement pitch control.

strategic partner – and here, the openness of PC-based control plays a central

This includes forces acting on the wind turbine, which are best measured

role. With existing wind generating facilities in particular, which typically use

directly at the rotor blades themselves. To accomplish this, fos4X installs

a heterogeneous mix of components from different vendors, being able to

sensors inside the turbine blades – a process that typically takes just a day to

integrate with the equipment already deployed is key. As an open platform

complete. Load data can then be captured continuously and fed to aerodyn’s

that supports all common fieldbus standards, including EtherCAT, CANopen,

pitch control system.

PROFIBUS and PROFINET, PC-based control enables simple and flexible integration with solutions of any kind. The combination of modular hardware with

The purpose-designed algorithm in the retrofit system allows each rotor blade

the high-speed communication capabilities and flexible topology of EtherCAT

to respond individually, in real time, to load fluctuations and to compensate

means the system can adapt perfectly to the given requirements.

for loads as they arise. This can substantially reduce the effective load borne,
which has a beneficial effect on the wear and the durability of the various

The solution from fos4X operates as an EtherCAT slave, so it is exception-

turbine components. Loads are managed using the aeroBalance method,

ally simple to incorporate into a PC-based control system. However, it can

which continuously computes the required angles of attack according to

integrate just as easily with any other controller, making it suitable both for

blade load. Timm Daunke, Load, Tower Design, aerodyn, explains in more

retrofits to existing turbines and for installation in new turbine systems. If

PC Control 03 | 2020
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required, the system can also be expanded on a modular basis using Beckhoff
EtherCAT Terminals – to capture strain, vibration and temperature information, for instance.
The controller developed by aerodyn is implemented as a TwinCAT TcCOM
module, which means it will work on any Embedded or control cabinet PC
running TwinCAT 3 software. TwinCAT also makes connecting fos4X sensors

A modern aerodyn wind
turbine design using TwinCAT
Wind Framework

simple. Plus, by adding TwinCAT 3 functions for OPC UA, IoT and database
connectivity, for instance, integration with existing SCADA systems can be

Originally implemented in an initial project in 2014, aeroMaster 5.0

accomplished with little effort.

from aerodyn is the first wind turbine system to use the TwinCAT 3
generation of software and the new TwinCAT Wind Framework from
Beckhoff. Modular control software based on the Wind Framework
perfectly matches the turbine’s modular hardware, which is designed to
allow the sourcing of components such as the pitch controller, converter and generator from different vendors. TwinCAT 3 Wind Framework
unites control technology with industry-specific expertise in a set of
encapsulated modules and an application template. The modules offer
a comprehensive range of services for automating wind turbines, as well
as real-time access to a full range of data, plus long-term data retention
in a database. The application template provides a modular architecture
designed to enable efficient, highly focused engineering and to get users
off to a quick and easy start.
More information:
www.aerodyn.de
www.fos4x.com/en
www.beckhoff.com/wind

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/twincat-wind

Potential safety risk w/o prognosis

Life consumption

Current service life
Design life of component

Additional use gained
with monitoring/prognosis
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+ Free stream
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The benefits of continuous monitoring with fos4X rotor blade sensors: differences in linear service life consumption for a component’s operating times (dashed line),
including the potential safety risk and additional use gained, with or without monitoring.
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Implementation of a compact, web-enabled standard controller for industrial compressed air systems with PC-based control

Egg carton production reduces energy
consumption for compressed air by 45%
and increases machine availability
U.S. expert for industrial compressed air systems, iZ Systems, offers energy audits and other services to reduce energy consumption. Using open PC- and EtherCAT-based automation technology, the company has developed a compact standard controller
that enables remote monitoring and optimization of compressed air systems. This enabled food packaging manufacturer Pactiv to
achieve enormous energy savings following an equipment upgrade and to secure these savings in the long term.

While many companies claim their products or services pay for themselves,

has worked flawlessly.” iZ Systems also installed its standard control system

iZ Systems can actually prove it. The Macon, Georgia-based company founded

at Pactiv, which ensured the long-term optimization of the compressed air

in 1990 by Dean Smith provides energy auditing services and control systems

systems with its data acquisition and remote monitoring functions.

that quickly deliver a complete ROI from the resulting energy reductions.
Open, transparent technologies deliver valuable insights
For seven years now, iZ Systems has been providing these services to food

To ensure that customers’ systems achieve peak performance, iZ Systems must

packaging manufacturer Pactiv at its Macon facility, which focuses on mold-

be able to monitor data remotely and make adjustments whenever necessary.

ed fiber egg cartons. The partnership began with a project to replace the

In addition to its audits, the company accomplishes these goals through its

compressed air systems supplying low-pressure blowers, according to David

turnkey iZ Compressed Air Automation and Data Acquisition System, which

Powell, maintenance manager for Pactiv. “With every blower we tested, the

combines the automation controller, I/O and HMI in a single control cabinet

pressures would change too much even if a single nozzle was adjusted,”

and utilizes custom software. Leveraging the open control technology from

Powell says. “The iZ Systems team promised a blower system that would not

Beckhoff, the system has been providing connectivity to clients’ diverse net-

change in pressure, even if you shut off all but one nozzle, and their system

works for years now.

Compressed air system upgrades completed at the Pactiv plant in Macon, Georgia,

To reduce energy requirements, iZ Systems implement-

resulted in a roughly 250,000 U.S. dollar annual savings in energy costs.

ed new low-pressure blowers.
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When Beckhoff and iZ Systems first partnered about 15 years ago, TwinCAT
automation software helped the company establish remote monitoring of its
compressed air automation and data acquisition systems. Dean Smith, general
manager and technical manager for iZ Systems, explains that interfacing horizontally via Modbus TCP to diverse compressor control systems within plants
and vertically via OPC UA are important features that exemplify the system
openness of PC-based control technology. Enabling data acquisition and
monitoring in customer plants, PC Control creates transparency with regard

Compact EtherCAT Terminals and CX5140 Embedded PCs from Beckhoff helped

to performance and potential optimizations.

iZ Systems reduce its control cabinet sizes by two-thirds in most cases.

Visualizing the numerous compressors and equipment spread throughout
entire plants can easily clutter HMI, so iZ Systems has standardized on the
CP2924 multi-touch Control Panel. The 24-inch widescreen panel is mounted

Stratospheric energy savings, guaranteed

into a control cabinet cutout to enable easy identification of field components,

By implementing these open, PC-based solutions, the engineering team at

according to Allen King Jr., inside application project manager.

iZ Systems was able to keep its promise to Pactiv. As a result of the blower
equipment upgrades, Pactiv reduced its energy consumption for compressed

The go-to machine controller is a DIN rail-mounted CX5140 Embedded PC,
which features a four-core, 1.91 GHz Intel Atom® E3845 processor.

air by 45%. “By using blower air, we replaced nearly 400 horsepower (300 kW)

Measuring only 142 x 100 x 92 mm, the powerful Embedded PC reduces space

of nearly $250,000 each year,” David Powell says. “The improvements to our

requirements in the control cabinet, while providing advanced capabilities

air compressor design have stabilized our pressure, and the remote monitoring

not available in traditional PLCs.

has given us peace of mind.”

EtherCAT technology enables real-time communication. In addition to

More importantly, the systems with Beckhoff components achieve the utmost

standard digital and analog I/O terminals, iZ Systems also uses EK1501 and

reliability. Secure communication with customer machinery via OPC UA allows

EK1541 fiber optic EtherCAT Couplers along with EK1521 and EK1561 fiber

iZ Systems to monitor any changes in performance and to initiate mainte-

optic junctions in most compressed air applications to communicate with field

nance measures early on if required. Powell says this, along with excellent

devices. “Fiber optic wire provides absolute isolation between our system, the

support, has been crucial for Pactiv: “The system alerts me when there are

processor, the machine and the compressor,” Dean Smith says. “Fiber optics

any abnormalities with the compressors, but iZ gets the warnings as well and

by nature provides excellent immunity to electrical noise and interference,

their engineers are usually working to address the issue before I call them.”

of compressed air with 50 horsepower (37 kW). This amounts to a cost savings

and the EtherCAT I/O hardware offered us a big step forward in this regard.”
Win-win solution for customer and end users
In addition to boosting reliability, iZ Systems has reduced control cabinet
iZ Systems Inside Application Project Manager Allen King, Jr. (left)

footprint by two-thirds on average by implementing Beckhoff controls. “Our

works closely with Beckhoff Regional Sales Engineer Mark Olton.

old control cabinets were much larger because the previous PLC generated
an excessive amount of heat, increasing our cooling requirements and energy
consumption. With the Beckhoff hardware, heat generation is not a problem
and we increased our own energy efficiency like we do for our customers,”
Allen King says. In addition, the flexibility and scalability of Beckhoff components allows iZ Systems to build and stock standard control cabinets for future
use, rather than designing a custom cabinet for each client.
By creating open systems that support multi-vendor architectures, iZ Systems
has the unique opportunity to apply energy-saving solutions from one industry
to another. Dean Smith concludes: “We try to make the initial acquisition cost
attractive to the client while guaranteeing major energy reductions, and the
Beckhoff platform has made a huge difference in our ability to meet these
goals.”

More information:
www.izsystems.com
www.pactiv.com
www.beckhoffautomation.com
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AES redesigns ultra-compact industrial gas delivery system
with IoT connectivity

EtherCAT plug-in
modules and a compact
Panel PC expand
controller functionality
in high purity industrial
gas applications

Upgrading the GSM-V with a CP6606 Panel PC and EtherCAT plug-in modules
from the EJ series resulted from close collaboration between David Stetz,
chief engineer of research and development controls technology at Applied
Energy Systems (right) and Tim Beckel, regional sales engineer for Beckhoff
USA (left).

U.S. specialist company Applied Energy Systems (AES) has modernized its tried-and-tested controller for supplying production
lines with high-purity gases to support its application in advanced Industrie 4.0 solutions. The CP6606 Panel PC and the
compact EtherCAT plug-in I/O modules from the EJ series enable
significantly increased device functionality while preserving the
same small dimensions of the predecessor device.

Ultra-high purity industrial gases are essential for electronics manufacturing and
research projects, but because many are highly combustible or poisonous, they can
also be fatal when mishandled. This complicates the process of designing systems
that handle these gases, according to David Stetz, chief engineer of controls technology research and development at AES. Although safety remains the top priority,
semiconductor manufacturers, for example, must also ensure high-speed throughput while ensuring quality and accuracy in the region of half a micron or less.
Providing safe, reliable, high-performance systems has been the goal of AES since
it began manufacturing high purity gas systems in the mid-1980s. Applications
for high-purity gases include general manufacturing, research laboratories, solar,
pharmaceutical and biotech products, while the market for ultra-high purity gases includes manufacturers of aerospace components, semiconductors and other
electronics. In this high-tech environment, it is very important to continue to
design new products and modernize existing equipment, says Jim Murphy, general manager of AES: “We are intently focused on research and development and
expanding our manufacturing operations to support Industrie 4.0 solutions and
the Internet of Things (IoT) technologies that our customers require right now.”

Top: CP6606 Panel PCs provide a compact solution for control and HMI via

One of the key innovations in the area of ultra-high purity gases has been the

the 7-inch touchscreen.

GigaGuard™ GSM-V™ controller. It monitors and regulates delivery of ultra-high

Bottom: Along with the CP6606 Panel PC, a number of very compact EJ-series

purity gases and was designed specifically to replace the GSM-5™ predecessor

EtherCAT plug-in I/O modules fit inside the 8-inch tall, 10-inch wide and 12-inch

model, which is not Industrie 4.0-capable.

deep enclosure.
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New development with stringent requirements

EtherCAT plug-in modules minimize space requirements

AES introduced the GSM-5 three decades ago and installed approximately

and I/O wiring effort

10,000 units during the 1980s and 1990s alone. “Though thousands of these

The data communication for all control and safety functions takes place

legacy products were installed, few received adequate support and mainte-

via EtherCAT in real-time. The corresponding I/O level is based on EtherCAT

nance, so they are approaching end of life,” David Stetz says. “In this context,

plug-in modules from the EJ series. The GSM-V contains an EJ1100 EtherCAT

a new development made perfect sense, especially to meet the trend towards

Coupler, EJ1889 16-channel digital input, EJ3108 8-channel analog input,

IoT functionality in manufacturing. We also wanted to provide the end user

EJ4134 4-channel analog output and two EJ2809 16-channel digital output

with a simple plug-and-play solution and offer faster data processing, a more

terminals.

intuitive HMI and better networking for data transmission and continuous
monitoring of gas conditions.”

As an electrical engineer, David Stetz appreciates that he can attach the
EJ series plug-in modules directly to a circuit board, which eliminates point-

The GSM-V also needs to monitor gas conditions effectively to maintain

to-point I/O wiring, not to mention the fact that this type of installation also

ultra-high purity levels and ensure safe working conditions. A slight lapse in

saves considerable space. “With other systems, I would need to have a box

the purity level could ruin an entire run of high-value products, which would

two or three times this size to incorporate so many I/O channels. The fact that

result in significant financial loss. The delivery system therefore has to send

these EJ plug-in modules are so compact and easy to install on circuit boards

out gases with at least the same purity level they had upon entry – or an

gives AES greater flexibility in series production, and greatly minimizes the

even higher purity level after passing through additional filters and purifiers.

amount of wiring and potential for error.”

Furthermore, abnormal gas conditions could be a sign of larger, potentially
fatal, problems, so that real-time monitoring via the HMI and the network is
essential to ensure safe operation.

Greater flexibility and reduced installation time
The GSM-V controller premiered in 2017 and since then has replaced numer
ous obsolete GSM-5 units. The new system meets all required safety stan-

A further requirement for the GSM-V project was the best possible price/

dards, including SEMI S2, SEMI S8 and Uniform Fire Codes, and its greater

performance ratio. All of the components required to enhance the controller’s

func
tionality has been tried and tested in practice. According to David

functionality needed to fit in an enclosure just 8 inches tall, 10 inches wide and

Stetz, further advantages arise from increased system flexibility, which

12 inches deep, which sits on the top edge of a cabinet that supplies ultra-high

allows standard product lines to be easily adapted to specific customer

purity gas. David Stetz adds: “Many of these systems are hardwired in place

needs: “Because the GSM-V is based on TwinCAT 3, any software that runs

with additional equipment built around them, such as sprinkler systems. So

on a PC can easily be added, as required. The Beckhoff solution allows us to

we could not change the form factor of the equipment if we were to maintain

demonstrate our versatility, creativity and ingenuity with new products and

the drop-in replacement capability.”

legacy support.”

PC Control impresses with compact, open system

While preserving the same dimensions and shape, the GSM-V does not retain

According to David Stetz, the PC-based control portfolio from Beckhoff offers

the same cumbersome wiring requirements. Instead, the new system operates

a number of well-suited hardware and software solutions, and it was the

on a network connection via EtherCAT and is powered over a C13 cord, with

CP6606 built-in Panel PC in particular that captured his attention from the

the option to hardwire the unit if the customer prefers it. This plug-and-play

outset. “The size of this ‘economy’ IPC perfectly fit the gas delivery system’s

solution has cut installation times by 50%, as David Stetz explains: “Until we

space requirements. Not only does the panel feature a 7-inch touchscreen

finalized the GSM-V, we were replacing GSM-5 controllers with a different

for HMI, but it also minimizes cabinet space by eliminating the need for an

solution, and installation took at least a day due to the number of required

additional hardware PLC and maintains a log of active alarms that users can

modifications. But with the new GSM-V, our field technicians can replace two

access via the HMI software.” The CP6606 features a 3½-inch motherboard

or three systems in one day.”

built by Beckhoff and a fanless ARM Cortex™-A8 processor with an integrated graphic adapter. In addition, there is a 512 MByte microSD card, with the
option to upgrade to a 2, 4 or 8 GB card.
TwinCAT 3 automation software runs on the CP6606 to support all control
and display functions, for which David Stetz previously had to use multiple
programs: “TwinCAT 3 integrates both the PLC and HMI in one platform. All of
the HMI features that previously had to be programmed in a separate software
package and run on a separate PC are now combined into one package. The
open-platform, PC-based solution ensures that the GSM-V can communicate
with any end user’s SCADA systems and send data to the cloud using the
OPC UA command protocol.”

More information:
www.appliedenergysystems.com
www.beckhoffautomation.com
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TwinCAT HMI enhances operator interface for dispensing systems and robots

Universal human-machine interface enables
custom controls for flexible expansion
RAMPF Production Systems GmbH & Co. KG, based in Zimmern ob Rottweil, Germany, relies extensively on hardware and software from Beckhoff in its high-performance dispensing applications. These systems have a particular focus on TwinCAT HMI,
which served as the basis for developing a new, universal operator interface: It allowed the necessary customization work to be
completed with relatively little effort using a combination of standard graphical controls and specially created design elements
produced with the support of a multimedia company, Feldmann media group AG, in Nuremberg.
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A RAMPF DR-CNC dispensing robot

The newly designed HMI for RAMPF

connected to dual lines

dispensing systems and robots

Development of the new HMI was initiated in connection with the DR-CNC

of increasing digitalization. Other important factors were the ability to scale

dispensing robot, which is optionally available with a comprehensive control

to different display formats, to support smart devices through HTML5 and to

technology package from Beckhoff. The automation functionality, CNC chas-

enable full touch-based operation.

sis motion and precision dispensing technology are all implemented using
PC-based control. The system incorporates Beckhoff drive technology, a

RAMPF had high requirements when it came to the new HMI’s design – in-

C6930 control cabinet IPC, a CP2918 multi-touch Control Panel, TwinCAT PLC,

cluding that it could be used completely intuitively without prior training, and

NC I, OPC UA and, of course, TwinCAT HMI software. Says Hartmut Storz,

that it had to have a modern look and feel. There were other considerations,

Co-Managing Director of RAMPF Production Systems: “The new operator

too, tied to machine functionality. For instance, it had to specifically support

interface built on TwinCAT HMI provides us with a universal platform that will

CNC operation, which Beckhoff helped simplify. Scalability was also important

become our new standard. The open communication via OPC UA ensures that

– to allow the HMI to switch from the standard display size of 18.5 inches to

not just Beckhoff controllers but third-party systems can be used with it as

22 inches, for instance, for use at industry shows. From a technical standpoint,

well.” The fundamental goals behind the project, he explains, were to create

key priorities were to make the HMI quick and easy to set up, yet sufficiently

a unified operator interface capable of integrating with control systems from

flexible to permit changes and adjustments where necessary; it also had to be

different vendors and to implement state-of-the-art technology in anticipation

fast enough to enable smooth transitions between pages.
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Parameterization options available when creating the container control

Advanced, unified HMI projects with an eye to the future

having to adapt entire HMI projects, or even start completely from scratch.

The new operator interface is forward-looking in that it will also work with

As a result, we have a number of separate basic HMI projects that would need

mobile devices like smartphones and tablets if required. At the same time,

to be adapted or modified as systems evolve, which in turn would require a

it paves the way to greater digitalization in production, which is still in its

lot of maintenance. The HTML5-based TwinCAT HMI and OPC UA eliminate

infancy. For Hartmut Storz, the potential of digital technologies to deliver

this problem: They allow any HMI computer to be used, provided it can run

greater efficiency, speed and reliability in manufacturing processes is still far

a browser.”

from fully understood, let alone exhausted: “It’s with this in mind that RAMPF
Production Systems developed the new operator interface for its dispensing

A lot of attention was paid to the elegant visual design, with RAMPF hiring

equipment and robots. This easy-to-use tool is central to manufacturing com-

a specialist design company to deliver a solution tailored to its requirements.

panies’ digital strategies.” RAMPF’s human-machine interface, he continues,

Not just the visualization was optimized, but the navigation and menu system

can also serve as a basis for developing customer-specific HMI elements,

as well.

because its modular design significantly reduces the time and effort for programmers at end-user companies.

Implementing the operator interface in TwinCAT HMI
Important factors driving RAMPF’s decision to use TwinCAT HMI were the

Unifying its various HMI projects creates valuable advantages for RAMPF,

optimal support for UIs provided by the graphical editor and the openness

as Storz explains: “Given our range of equipment types and customer requirements, we often use different controllers, for instance, or hardware

and functionality that come with integration into a mainstream engineering
tool like Visual Studio®. In addition, there was the modern HTML5 technology

components such as operating panels. Until now, that sometimes involved

on which it was based, as Christina Klos, the project manager at Feldmann

PC Control 03 | 2020
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outside specialists Feldmann media group to help. Once
people had acquired some experience with the system and
taken additional training, they were soon in a position to
create framework controls. In collaboration with Feldmann
media group, we then put together the structures for
framework controls and produced custom controls with
high-quality graphics and dynamic functions. RAMPF now
mostly generates its own framework controls.”
Key takeaways for HMI developers on using TwinCAT
HMI are: The pre-built Beckhoff modules and framework
controls make RAMPF’s custom controls quick and easy
to create and pass on. Depending on the given version, the
controls share an identical style, and PLC programmers can
easily assign variables to them. In technical terms, HTML5
and responsive design offer big advantages when it comes
to scalability and support for different user devices. The
WYSIWYG editor is also really useful – when coordinating
the HMI with live visualizations, for instance. Another advantage for RAMPF is that, from an equipment operator’s
perspective, the look and feel is much like using a smartphone, making it quick and easy for all kinds of users to
grasp. The clear and consistent menu system, too, designed
as graphical tiles, enhances ease-of-use.
Modern HMIs are gaining importance
The era of Industrie 4.0 has only just begun, and Germany’s
manufacturing sector is set to invest heavily in production
process digitalization in the years ahead. Hartmut Storz
concludes: “For these investments to pay for themselves,
the new production processes and business models that
emerge will have to improve productivity and profitability.

A finished custom control for materials management

The new production systems and their operator interfaces
are of major importance here. Fully connecting all of the
systems and steps involved in production requires taking
an integrated view of the entire process and ensuring

media group, explains: “The fact that TwinCAT HMI is implemented using

that it can be controlled intuitively by the operator in charge. This means

modern HTML5 technologies like HTML5 itself, CSS and JavaScript, plus

that to be fit for Industrie 4.0, HMIs need to be truly industrial-grade, com-

the modularity it offers in the form of custom controls and framework

bining maximum functionality with intuitive operation, an integrated safety

controls, opens up completely new possibilities for multimedia designers

strategy and durability. When choosing the right HMI, businesses need to

like Feldmann media group when it comes to collaborating with HMI

go with well-conceived systems that are not just optimized for their specific

developers like RAMPF. Instead of handing over individual graphical elements

field of application, but capable of integrating seamlessly with existing

or style guides, a design provider with the relevant expertise can deliver

IT and OT strategies and therefore with the Industrial Internet of Things

finished, fully functional UI building blocks in the form of custom controls.

(IIoT) as well.”

From our perspective, this is a big reason to use TwinCAT HMI, especially
because there are few suppliers of HTML5-based solutions out there at the
moment. What’s more, TwinCAT HMI has shown itself to be an exceptionally
open and easy-to-adapt system.”
Says Hartmut Storz, describing his company’s initial experiences with TwinCAT
HMI: “RAMPF’s software engineers weren’t familiar with coding in HTML5,
CSS and JavaScript, so they initially made a lot of use of the development
environment’s standard elements. When it came to the conceptual design
for specific applications like materials management, though, we brought in

More information:
www.feldmannmediagroup.com
www.rampf-group.com
www.beckhoff.com/twincat-hmi
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Over 200 IPCs power the safety modernization of the Kaisermühlen Tunnel in Vienna

PC-based control monitors 2-kilometer
road tunnel with flexible scalability
ECOexperts Automation GmbH, based in Tieschen, Austria, specializes in infrastructure solutions. One of its main
focal points is the combination of automation and IT with a special focus on safety aspects such as cybersecurity and
widely distributed decentralized applications. With more than 200 Industrial PCs in operation, the example of the
2,150-meter-long Kaisermühlen Tunnel in Vienna shows that modular and finely scalable PC-based control technology
from Beckhoff is the optimum automation platform in this environment.

PC Control 03 | 2020

According to ECOexperts’ project manager Robert Reiter-Haas, this
infrastructure project is one of the most complex tunnel projects in
the world: “The renovation was carried out during operation, without
the complete closure of the tunnel to traffic and within the very short
period of just 18 months. Problems or unforeseen closures would have
led to a traffic collapse in Vienna. For that reason the subject of system
availability was one of the most important points in the implementation of the project. This was addressed by means of an appropriate
redundant solution based on the C6930 control cabinet Industrial PCs
from Beckhoff and our acuradeG5 software.”
Busy and complex infrastructure
One of the main contributing factors to the system complexity of the
Kaisermühlen Tunnel is the fact that 10 slip roads and two collecting

The 2,150-meter-long Kaisermühlen Tunnel

CX9020 and CX2020 Embedded PCs (top and bottom right respectively) as well

carries a four-lane road.

as C6930 control cabinet Industrial PCs (bottom left) are used for automation and
control in the Kaisermühlen Tunnel in Vienna.
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A fire test in the Kaisermühlen Tunnel

lanes exist in addition to the four traffic lanes. These represent a big chal-

support from Beckhoff: “Among the big advantages are the powerful IPC

lenge from the point of view of ventilation, as Robert Reiter-Haas explains:

hardware and the extensive range of I/O modules. Not only that, all Beckhoff

“Due to the entries and exits in the tunnel, the smoke extraction strategy is

components support the special requirements in the infrastructure area with

very complex. Smoke should be purposefully extracted in different directions

regard to an extended operating temperature range. Also decisive is the pos-

depending on the location of the fire. This is much easier to handle with other

sibility to extensively install our own software on the Beckhoff IPCs. Especially

tunnels that only have one entry and exit, in other words a pre-specified flow

in this area we benefit from very good support from Beckhoff Austria, both

direction. Plus this is one of the busiest tunnels in Austria and thus a main

technically and in terms of sales.”

artery in the traffic network of the city of Vienna. Therefore this route had to
be usable with high availability even during the renovation. This is where the

At the I/O level, 104 CX9020 Embedded PCs are distributed as bus couplers

advantages of the Beckhoff hardware combined with the advantages of our

in more than 50 places in the Kaisermühlen Tunnel. These are connected via

acuradeG5 software showed their strengths.”

TwinCAT OPC UA software to 12 redundant control units, each with two
C6930 control cabinet Industrial PCs. In this way, more than 7,500 digital

During the course of the modernization, which was decided on in 2018, all

signals and 400 analog signals are controlled, e.g.:

electrical and safety components were renewed. The variety of the systems

–

switching signals for power switches, jet fans, traffic lights

involved also illustrates the high system complexity:

–

feedback signals from power switches, jet fans, door contacts,

–

energy supply and distribution

–

lighting (implemented as infinitely controllable LED lighting)

–

measured values for luminance, illuminance, CO concentration

–

IT infrastructure

–

setpoints for lighting

–

ventilation system

–

emergency telephone and fire alarm system

For the traffic technology, 81 CX2020 Embedded PCs were used as data concen-

–

video system and acoustic warning system

trators with special protocols. Serial protocols, such as for variable traffic signs

–

traffic installations

or lane signals, are connected via these IPCs. The modularity of the CX2020 is

emergency telephone contacts, traffic lights

of great importance in relation to the serial interfaces. The acuradeG5 software,
Open and highly flexible control platform

which connects the individual levels via OPC UA, is installed at all control levels.

ECOexperts have been using the control technology from Beckhoff since 2016.
From Robert Reiter-Haas’s point of view, a major deciding factor back then

The 24 C6930 control cabinet Industrial PCs running acuradeG5 act as redun

was the availability of platform-independent hardware and the corresponding

dant controllers implemented in the form of a so-called hot standby. They
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Section of the safety equipment in the Kaisermühlen Tunnel

take care of the complete system control, separated according to the carriageway. A redundant acuradeG5 system is used as a central control system and
links the 12 redundant control units to form a complete system. The event

At a glance

triggers (fire, traffic jam, etc.) as well as the traffic control and ventilation
programs are executed in this control system. The complete data logging,

Solutions for the infrastructure area

various evaluations (e.g. trend, energy consumption, historic data recording)

–

safety modernization of a road tunnel

as well as the visualization also take place here. Further independent systems,
for example the video system, are also connected and can thus interact with

Customer benefit

one another.

–

scalable and powerful IPC technology

–

hardware platform with the possibility to integrate
the customer’s own software

Regarding the complexity and particular control requirements, Robert Reiter-
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Haas sums up: “A total of over 200,000 data points are processed on the

–

good price-performance ratio

server. Decisive for the overall functionality is above all the universality of

–

secure and simple addressable communication per OPC UA

the software solution at all levels, which was implemented on the basis of
different Beckhoff components. With the large number of CX9020s used as

Applied PC Control

bus couplers, we benefit from the good price-performance ratio as well as

–

81 CX2020 Embedded PCs

from simple addressing and OPC UA support with TwinCAT OPC UA. As the

–

104 CX9020 Embedded PCs with TwinCAT OPC UA

state of the art, OPC UA firstly brings along the high level of safety expected

–

24 C6930 control cabinet Industrial PCs

of modern protocols. Secondly, it considerably simplifies commissioning and

–

around 3,000 EtherCAT Terminals

coupling due to its simple addressing. All in all, safety aspects and object
orientation were decisive for the choice of OPC UA.”

More information:
www.ecoexperts.at
www.beckhoff.at
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The BeamMaster system – distributed as the Ocean Challenger in the U.S. – runs 24/7 in the McCombs Steel facility in Statesville, North Carolina.

PC-based control optimizes automatic welding and cuts component costs in half

Precision robotic welding and
‘automated programming’ enhance efficiency
in structural steel manufacturing
In the construction industry, steel beams are manufactured in many different dimensions and changing quantities. System integrator AGT Robotics used PC-based control to develop a robotic welding system that operates fully automatically around the clock
at McCombs Steel. The ability of AGT’s Cortex software to interface with TwinCAT even enables automation of the weld schedule
programming. Drive technology from Beckhoff contributes to the high welding quality through the precise positioning of loads
weighing several tons.

Beams for buildings require reliable, high-precision welding to ensure

control and uses AGT’s Cortex software with built-in artificial intelligence (AI)

structural integrity and public safety. McCombs Steel Company, Inc. in

and a proprietary simulation engine to optimize weld schedules. The standard

Statesville, North Carolina, is certified by the American Institute of Steel

version comprises two or more servo-driven beam rotators, an articulated robot

Construction (AISC) and fabricates and erects structural steel and miscel-

that moves parallel to the beam along a track and an operator station. The circular

laneous metals. As such, the company faces the challenges of maintaining

rotators can handle beams from 4 to 48 inches wide and up to 90 feet long with

high quality at the same time as lean manufacturing every day.

a maximum weight of 10,000 pounds and can turn 360 degrees.

The BeamMaster robotic welding system from AGT Robotics has helped
McCombs meet these challenges.

Flexibility for automated welding and programming
Louis Dicaire, General Manager and Co-owner at AGT, explains: “The automotive

Based in Trois-Rivieres, Quebec, Canadian system integrator AGT Robotics

business produces a few parts maybe 100,000 times, so just a few robots repeat

was founded in 1992 and specializes almost exclusively in robotic weld-

the same tasks for years. In structural steel, even though parts are similar, the

ing. The BeamMaster system was developed with the help of PC-based

beams have different widths, lengths, sections and accessories in an infinite num-
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Beckhoff Regional Sales Manager Ted Sarazin (third from left) visits the
AGT Robotics team in Trois-Rivieres, Quebec: Marketing & Sales Manager
Denis Dumas, Automation & Robotics Specialist François Béland, Mechanical
Design Department Head Eric Gauthier, Electromechanical Technician
Michel Toussignant and Electronmechanical Technician Étienne Paillé.

ber of combinations. That has slowed implementation of robotics in this industry.”
In order to minimize the time and cost of reprogramming for such individual parts,
AGT set themselves the goal of developing a system that would automate not only
the welding, but also the programming. For that purpose, the AGT Cortex software
imports 3D beam models from the Tekla CAD software that the structural steel
industry relies on and uses them to create complete weld schedules for beam
manufacturing.
“All joint types are covered, whether multi-pass or single-pass, a quarter-inch weld
or a half-inch weld. The sequencing and flipping of the beam are automatic as
well,” Dicaire says. “So not only is the operation automated, but the automation
programming is also automated: You could say that it’s automation squared.”
A universal platform for robotic welding
Transferring these software capabilities to a real-time machine control environment, however, required a similarly flexible automation platform. While searching
for an EtherCAT master controller in 2015, the AGT engineering team soon
identified PC-based control technologies from Beckhoff Automation as a comprehensive solution. “The openness of the Beckhoff platform, from the company
that invented EtherCAT and TwinCAT automation software, was key for AGT,” Ted
Sarazin, Regional Sales Manager for Beckhoff, says. TwinCAT 3 provides deterministic control from a software-based master for BeamMaster. Programming of all
functions, from PLC and motion control to safety and HMI, is directly integrated
into Microsoft Visual Studio®.
Regarding hardware, the BeamMaster uses space-saving 8- and 16-channel
EtherCAT I/O terminals, EtherNet/IP Bus Couplers to interface with the robot
controllers and TwinSAFE terminals for integrated functional safety. These ensure
that operators approach a beam only when the robot is not active in that specific
zone. The PLC code runs on a CX5130 Embedded PC from Beckhoff that boasts
a dual-core Intel Atom® processor. It delivers enough processing power for all

AGT Robotics implemented a CP2918 multi-touch Control Panel from Beckhoff

motion and sequence planning tasks, along with other applications such as HMI,

for the system’s operator interface.

SQL databases and more. A CP2918 multi-touch Control Panel with an 18.5-inch
widescreen display and integrated push-buttons serves as the operator interface.
All motion control for accurate beam positioning takes place with AX5000 series
Servo Drives and AM8000 servomotors from Beckhoff.
Reduced programming effort and costs
The development of Cortex software and careful system design of BeamMaster
using off-the-shelf components from Beckhoff resulted in significant advantages
for AGT. Programming of the first system took two months, but with easy code
reuse, that is sped up to just half a day now. “Standardizing on Beckhoff also cut

A CX5130 Embedded PC from Beckhoff controls the BeamMaster, communi-

our component costs in half compared to previous solutions while providing more

cating standard and safety data over EtherCAT via standard I/O and yellow

capabilities and options for customization,” Louis Dicaire sums up.

TwinSAFE terminals.

More information:
www.agtrobotics.com
www.mccombs-steel.com
www.beckhoffautomation.com
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Portion cutter for fish and poultry

Extremely fast and highly precise meat
portion cutter leverages PC Control
Danish company Borncut A/S, located in Rønne, has developed what they believe to be the world’s fastest and most
precise portion cutter for the food industry, based on specially developed software and the open control platform
from Beckhoff. Fish or poultry is divided into exact portions in a flash – with knives that rotate at speeds of up to
200 km/h and can make over 2,100 cuts per minute.
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The cutting blade (right) rotates
at speeds of up to 200 km/h.

The Borncut BC225 portion cutter can process up to 4 tons of fish in just one hour to
produce almost any number of individual pieces, cut to the desired weight and prepared
for vacuum packaging. Speed and precision are key competitive parameters in the food
industry, because even an apparently small increase in processing performance of, say,
0.5% can result in significant annual production cost savings. Gorm Sørensen, co-founder
and CEO of Borncut, gives an example: “A processing challenge arises when foods such
as fish and poultry are irregular in size and shape. It is difficult to cut them into equal

The EtherCAT and TwinSAFE terminals (center) and the AX5000 Servo Drives (right) enable a compact
control technology design with minimum cabling effort, largely through the One Cable Technology
used for the drive technology.
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The desired cuts can be conveniently set and checked
via the CP27xx multi-touch Panel PC.

pieces and minimize cutting waste. If, for example, 10 tons of salmon

At a glance

are processed per day, a machine output optimized by only 0.5% can save
around DKK 5,000, which adds up to around DKK 1.25 million – or around
170,000 euros – per year.”

Solutions for the food industry
–

portion cutter for fish and poultry

Fast EtherCAT communication increases machine performance
Peter Mikkelsen and Gorm Sørensen founded Borncut in 2016 with the aim

Customer benefit

of developing the most innovative portion cutter on the market. “With all due

–

user-friendly machine operation

modesty, we have achieved our ambitious goal,” says co-founder and software

–

blade speed of up to 200 km/h,

developer Peter Mikkelsen. “The tremendous machine speed is primarily due

more than 2,100 cuts per minute

to the high-performance of EtherCAT communication. This is because EtherCAT

3D scan of the food to be processed

enables the control components in the machine, i.e. PLC, servomotors, safety

–

module and our own high-speed camera to communicate with each other very
Applied PC Control

rapidly. This results in an extremely efficient process flow. At the same time, our

–

EtherCAT

machine requires minimum manual intervention since it uses network-compat-

–

CP27xx multi-touch Panel PC

ible standard solutions. Neither the end user nor we have to touch the Industrial

–

TwinCAT PLC

PC when we want to update the software. This means we can focus on our core

–

EtherCAT and TwinSAFE terminals

competence, i.e. high-performance cutting algorithms.”

–

AX5000 Servo Drive

–

AM8000 servomotors

Gorm Sørensen adds: “We know the market very well, so it was easy for us to
define how we can stand out from the competition. With the right hardware,
we were able to develop a user interface that is unique in the industry. In fact,
we created the manual for the machine before the machine itself, to ensure that
the focus is consistently on the user, not the technology.”
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The Borncut BC225 portion cutter – shown here as dual lane version –
can carry out more than 2,100 cuts per minute.

Top right: Gorm Sørensen, co-founder and CEO of Borncut: “The control technology from
Beckhoff enables us to build a machine that is based on open standards and achieves the
desired high levels of speed and precision.”
Bottom right: Peter Mikkelsen, co-founder and software developer at Borncut: “The high
machine speed is mainly due to the EtherCAT communication protocol.”

Borncut machines are available in single or dual lane versions, i.e. with one or

machine failure occur, it is crucial that the fault can be quickly located and

two infeed belts. The corresponding setup can easily be changed via the CP27xx

rectified.

multi-touch Panel PC. The machine can be adjusted exactly to the desired portion size using drag-and-drop functions. In addition, the machine data can be

“It is important to us that we use as few components as possible, with minimal

called up as required for comparison with other production data.

cabling. This makes the machine more reliable and easier to maintain,” says
Peter Mikkelsen. “The Beckhoff Panel PC in conjunction with TwinCAT PLC pro-

A special feature is the integrated high-speed camera that scans the food on

vides a powerful platform that combines all the necessary functionalities in one

the belt. The camera captures 250 frames per second and displays a 3D image

controller.” Gorm Sørensen adds: “PC-based control from Beckhoff enables us

on the Panel PC. In this way, the end user can see exactly where the cuts are

to build efficient and very reliable machines. The openness of the system makes

made. “The faster the volume of the fish or poultry can be calculated, the faster

it very easy to integrate third-party components such as the high-speed camera,

the food can pass through the machine. For example, in order to obtain only

which gives us additional options. Another key factor is our good cooperation

the best pieces or to cut the fish into different sizes, the cutting blades can be

with Beckhoff, who took note of our requirements right from the start. Beckhoff

conveniently adjusted using the drag-and-drop function, and the cuts can be

staff were quickly available on site when the need arose and offer excellent

accurately checked based on the 3D image,” explains Peter Mikkelsen.

service. The innovative solutions perfectly complement our own philosophy.”

Reliable machine operation is crucial
Borncut places high demands on the control platform, especially with regard
to operational reliability and service. This is because the machines are used for
a wide range of different food production processes, and it is therefore important that they can reliably and quickly be adapted to new functions without
equipment downtime. A standstill would have significant consequences for
the end users, as the machines are often part of large processing lines with
many operators. In addition, the food to be processed usually has a short shelf
life at normal temperatures, and short delivery times are essential. Should a

More information:
www.borncut.com
www.beckhoff.dk
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PC- and EtherCAT-based control technology powers a multi-station press line for the automotive industry

Optimization and modernization with
IPC technology increase press throughput
The Chinese system integrator Aotto uses PC-based control from Beckhoff to enable individual presses and
punches in a production line to work together in a coordinated manner. The entire product range, including
AM8000 servomotors, is networked via EtherCAT. An Industrial PC acts as the motion controller and central
control system. It ensures fail-safe operation, an optimized production process and maximum plant throughput.

Stamped parts for automotive industry suppliers
are produced in a multi-station press line.
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Left: PC-based control technology from Beckhoff
optimizes the production sequence of the automatic
press line from Aotto.
Below: The press line control station features a built-in
CP2916 multi-touch Control Panel (see left) as the HMI.

Sophisticated feeding technology is key to maximizing production throughput

Couplers, i.e. no additional switches are required. The central C6930 IPC com-

in a press automation system. The company Aotto Automation Co. Ltd., based

municates directly via EtherCAT with the respective local controllers at the

in the Jinan Economic Development Zone in China, is well aware of this and

individual press stations.

therefore intended to upgrade its existing multi-station press line with new,
flexible, automated punching technology. At the core of the plant is the au-

To save installation costs, the IP67-rated I/O modules of the EP series secure

tomated feeding system of the multi-station press, which consists of a punch

to a mounting rail on a station’s machine bed. The installation of the control

press, a three-coordinate feeding system, an optical component identification

components directly at each station also makes it easier for the operator to

system and intelligent sequential control.

maintain the hardware and software. Furthermore, the control software of the
entire system is integrated into a control computer, so the production manage-

Optimizing process cycles, increasing efficiency

ment system can optimize the production efficiency.

Punching takes place in several steps, at four or five stations. The automatic
multi-station feeding system is adapted to the production cycle of the presses

Efficient drive technology with One Cable Technology

and improves the overall efficiency. Aotto relies on components from Beckhoff

The automatic multi-station feeding line is the most widely used part feeding

for its control system to optimize the complete line and its process cycles, while

system for production lines in the automotive industry. It is based on the

minimizing downtime.

three-coordinate format of the X-Y-Z axes and is characterized by fast, highly
efficient production cycles. Two gripper arms pick up and transport the work-

The feed system of the press stations relies on a C6930 control cabinet Indus-

pieces in synchronized cycles from one station to the next. The AX5000 Servo

trial PC (IPC) as the motion controller. On the software side, PLC functionality,

Drives and AM8000 servomotors used for this purpose perform the clamping

multi-axis NC PTP motion sequences and cam plates are implemented with

processes synchronously and feed the dual grippers simultaneously. Not only

TwinCAT 3. The result is a flexible and easily upgradeable motion control system

do both grippers move synchronously during the normal production process,

with an intuitive operator interface via a built-in CP2916 multi-touch Control

but they also remain synchronized in the event of a sudden power failure until

Panel. The impressive performance of the C6930 as a control computer for the

the system is restarted. This prevents the material from being deformed by

entire production line is reflected in the wide range of tasks it handles:

asynchronous movement of the two arms.

–	synchronized control of the AM8000 servomotors during material feed
between the individual stations,

With drive technology from Beckhoff, Aotto also benefits from One Cable

–

cam plate control between feeder and press,

Technology (OCT), which combines power and feedback in a standard motor

–

monitoring of the entire production line, and

cable. This significantly reduces material and commissioning costs and reduces

–

communication with the HMI.

the risk of miswiring.

EtherCAT simplifies network design
Data communication within the production line takes place via EtherCAT.
EtherCAT Terminals, IP67-rated EtherCAT Box modules and TwinSAFE terminals
are used for this purpose. The free choice of topology and combinability of
lines, branches and drop lines is particularly advantageous in this context.
The required interfaces are already integrated in the corresponding EtherCAT

More information:
www.aotto.cn
www.beckhoff.com.cn
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The Fuwai Hospital complex
in Yunnan, China

Fuwai Hospital: PC-based building control system automates hospital network in Yunnan, China

Complex building automation requires more than
200 DDC stations and 1,200 Bus Terminal I/Os

According to China’s national Class A Level 3 standard, the country’s hospitals must be equipped with energy-saving building
systems and the capability to reduce the overall energy consumption. Meeting this standard requires the installation of comprehensive automation systems to control fans, pumps and lighting, among other systems. Fuwai Hospital in Yunnan accomplished
this with a sophisticated PC-based control system integrating more than 200 DDC (Direct Digital Control) stations.
Fuwai Hospital, which specializes in cardiovascular diseases, is located in Yun-

Open system architecture makes implementation easier

nan Province in Southwest China with connections to South Asia and Southeast

Because of the large number of buildings and the complex equipment they

Asia. It is operated by the government of Yunnan Province and the Chinese

contain, automating the entire facility required an open and finely scalable

Academy of Medical Sciences. Inaugurated in 2014, the hospital has a total floor

control system. As a result, the people in charge selected PC-based control from

space of 229,500 square meters (almost 2.5 million square feet). It cost roughly

Beckhoff because it features all the benefits of an open system with a wide

3.273 billion yuan (approximately 470 million U.S. dollars).

spectrum of fieldbus interfaces. Another key factor was Beckhoff’s successful
history of building automation applications all over the world.

The 1,000-bed building complex, which consists of the Yunnan Fuwai Hospital
and the Yunfu International Hospital, both for cardiovascular diseases, was de-

The objects controlled by the automation system are spread throughout six

signed to treat 1,200 outpatients per day, or 300,000 outpatients per year. The

buildings. To control the various areas locally and independently, CX8090

Yunnan Fuwai Hospital includes an emergency department building with four

Embedded PCs and BC9050 Bus Terminal Controllers from Beckhoff are used.

floors, a five-story building for medical technology, two inpatient buildings for

The system also has more than 200 CP6606 Panel PCs for visualization and

stationary treatments (11 floors and 15 floors, respectively), a building housing

operation. The hospital‘s central monitoring center uses a workstation that

the Southwest Medical Center of the National Research Center for Cardiovascu-

runs the Windows 10 operating system. This is also where the TwinCAT OPC

lar Disease (four floors) and 12 operating rooms. The Yunfu Hospital is housed

Server resides for communication with the various DDC stations. The data traffic

in a 20-story multi-function building with rooms for outpatient services, medical

between the monitoring software and the Beckhoff system also runs over OPC.

technology, inpatient treatment and three operating rooms.

The DDC stations are housed in high/low-voltage control cabinets and are used
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Control center for monitoring the building automation systems
CX8090 Embedded PC of a DDC station

across the entire hospital facilities

mainly to monitor the ventilation, air conditioning, cooling systems, the room

DALI, EIB/KNX and EnOcean, which support access to third-party sensors and

housing the hot-water pump, lighting, water and wastewater, power supply and

actuators. For example, the water meter uses the RS485 protocol, the power

distribution, medical gas supplies and the hot water system.

meter runs with Modbus-RTU, and the high-precision air conditioning system
uses BACnet. According to Fuwai, all these devices and systems could be easily

More than 200 DDC controllers and 1,200 Bus Terminals, including more than

integrated with the Beckhoff system, which reduced the overall implementation

30 communication modules, were installed to handle more than 20,000 OPC

costs. Based on the broad I/O spectrum from Beckhoff, which ranges from sim-

variables. The highly efficient ADS communication and the multi-thread mecha-

ple switch terminals to dimmer terminals, power measurement terminals and

nism of the TwinCAT OPC Server are able to manage this large volume of data

communication terminals with one, two, four or 16 channels, a DDC station can

with ease.

acquire not only the status of all devices, but also be used for the power data
communication and as a gateway for communication with third-party systems.

Flexible, compact and powerful control technology
Fuwai Hospital uses the CX8090 Embedded PC to handle the performance re-

Exact object control improves comfort

quirements of the local controllers and communication gateways. The hospital’s

The water valve for fresh-air supply by the air handling and air conditioning

operator believes that its compact design and its low power consumption in

unit is controlled via a closed-loop PID circuit that makes it possible to regulate

connection with the high computing performance of its 32-bit ARM processor

temperature variations of as little as 0.2 degrees Celsius (approx. 0.4 degrees

running at 400 MHz make it ideal for this purpose. TwinCAT 2 automation soft-

Fahrenheit) via TwinCAT PID function blocks. Since the characteristic values of

ware is used for programming according to IEC 61131-3.

the individual units differ slightly, a single set of PID control parameters is not
suitable for all of them. According to Fuwai, the intuitive TwinCAT Scope View

Three Ethernet ports and the support of a broad range of communication proto-

makes it possible to optimally visualize changes in the target and feedback

cols such as TCP/IP, Modbus-TCP and ADS make the CX8090 particularly flexible.

values, which simplifies the setting of parameters considerably.

The modular I/O system can be adapted in accordance with the distribution
of the respective data points. The Bus Terminals from Beckhoff support over
20 fieldbus protocols such as serial interfaces, Modbus-RTU, M-Bus, MP-Bus,
More information:
www.fuwai.com
www.beckhoff.com.cn
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EtherCAT and TSN –
the perfect match?
Martin Rostan,
Executive Director of ETG

Martin Rostan, Executive Director of the EtherCAT
Technology Group (ETG) explains in an interview with
IEE editor Dr. Martin Large to what extent TSN makes
sense in interaction with EtherCAT.

Mr. Rostan, at SPS 2019 you said that the topic of Time-Sensitive
Networking (TSN) is causing much confusion because there are
many “myths and rumors” circulating. What exactly did you mean
by that?
Martin Rostan: Well, some promoters tell their customers that with the
help of TSN you can turn a lame plough horse into a successful race horse.
And that TSN is ready and available. But “TSN” as such does not even exist:
The IEEE working group is working on a whole bundle of TSN technologies,
of which only a certain part is available as a specification. For example,
the standard for time synchronization was only adopted at the beginning
of this year – so there can’t be any chips today that have cast it in silicon.
And exactly how networks with TSN properties are to be configured is still
a completely open question.
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You also stated that ETG will emerge stronger

What will be the benefits for users when TSN is added to

from this development. Why?

EtherCAT – something you yourself call a “perfect match”?

Martin Rostan: Because EtherCAT remains stable, available and reliable,

Martin Rostan: The user will be able to combine EtherCAT systems perfectly

while PROFINET, CC-Link IE and probably also EtherNet/IP are developing

with a TSN-based heterogeneous production network. The simplicity and

new versions based on TSN technologies which are however not backward-

performance of EtherCAT are retained. And the connection via the company

compatible. And so they will be set back at least another five years until they

network to higher-level or neighboring controllers and systems becomes

reach a stable version with reliable interoperability supported by a sufficient

real-time capable using TSN technologies.

number of devices.
Will TSN cause changes to the EtherCAT frame?
The classic fieldbuses have been buried for years.
Will TSN be the last nail in the coffin?

Martin Rostan: No. TSN will not change EtherCAT, but will add to it. “Supplementing with TSN technologies” is therefore much more appropriate for

Martin Rostan: I rather see EtherCAT as the challenge for the classic

EtherCAT than “integration of TSN”.

fieldbuses: The simplicity of these systems is fully maintained
with EtherCAT, while TSN technologies will push the complexity of the

How does TSN affect your EtherCAT G and G10 activities?

other industrial Ethernet systems much higher. We do not call EtherCAT
“the Ethernet fieldbus” for nothing.

Martin Rostan: EtherCAT G and G10 also complement the proven EtherCAT
technology without replacing it. EtherCAT G and G10 retain the simplicity as

The first specification for the integration of TSN in EtherCAT was

well as the diagnostic and configuration properties of EtherCAT throughout.

already presented in 2017. In 2019 you said, “ETG will integrate

Thus, EtherCAT G is the means of choice for increasing the bandwidth of

TSN when it is ready and makes sense.” That sounds like a roll

EtherCAT applications. The combination with TSN, on the other hand, has a

backwards.

slightly different focus: Here, the connection to heterogeneous systems is in
the foreground. Both approaches are therefore justified without getting in

Martin Rostan: No. For us, “integrating TSN” does not mean turning

each other‘s way.

EtherCAT itself inside out and making TSN the basis of our Ethernet fieldbus. After all, our TSN profile, which was presented in 2017, describes how

How do you see the development around Single Pair Ethernet (SPE)?

EtherCAT systems can be coupled to TSN-based networks. We were ahead
of the curve because we have been actively involved in the IEEE working

Martin Rostan: Here, too, we participate in the relevant IEEE working

group right from the start. And that‘s why we will be well prepared when

groups and actively support the development. Whether SPE will be intro-

TSN finally finds its way inside the factory walls and why ETG is also con-

duced as an additional physical layer option for EtherCAT is still an open

tributing to the completion of the TSN specifications. At the same time, we

topic, however.

are not necessarily dependent on the success of TSN: EtherCAT will not be
“TSN-based”.

Will the topic of TSN play a role for you at future trade fairs?

What role does the EtherCAT and TSN Technical Working Group,

Martin Rostan: Of course! We will continue to demonstrate our approach

founded in 2018, play in this?

in this regard. And we will continue to counter myths and rumors with facts,
even if it is no longer the case everywhere …

Martin Rostan: The EtherCAT Technology Group has been an official liaison
partner of the IEEE 802.1 working group since the end of 2017. The ETG

Published in IEE, issue 04/2020, Hüthig, www.huethig.de

Technical Working Group “EtherCAT and TSN” fills this partnership with
life, and is of course also responsible for the specification mentioned above.

More information:
www.ethercat.org
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Trade shows 2020*
Europe

Finland

France

Germany

Energia
20 – 22 October 2020
Tampere

CFIA
29 September – 01 October 2020
Rennes

www.energiamessut.fi

www.cfiaexpo.com

Sahateollisuuspäivät
21 – 22 October 2020
Aulanko

SEPEM Colmar
17 – 19 November 2020
Colmar

www.stmy.fi/tapahtuma/

https://colmar.sepem-industries.com

SPS Connect
Virtual event
24 – 26 November 2020
Nuremberg
https://sps.mesago.com

Denmark
Automatik
08 – 10 September 2020
Brøndby
www.automatikmesse.dk

FoodTech
29 September – 01 October 2020
Herning
www.foodtech.dk

sahateollisuuspaivat-2020

Pohjanmaan Teollisuus
04 November 2020
Vaasa

ALL4PACK
23 – 26 November 2020
Paris

www.almatalent.fi/tapahtumat

Alihankinta
08 – 10 December 2020
Tampere
www.alihankinta.fi

https://slussen.biz/expostyr

ExpoStyr Stockholm
05 November 2020
Stockholm
https://slussen.biz/expostyr

Asia
China

www.all4pack.com

SIAF
11 – 13 August 2020
Guangzhou

Sweden

www.spsinchina.com

ExpoStyr Gävle
03 November 2020
Gävle

CIPPE
26 – 28 August 2020
Beijing

https://slussen.biz/expostyr

www.cippe.com.cn

www.pohjanmaanteollisuus.fi

Teollisuuden Tulevaisuus
17 November 2020
Tampere

ExpoStyr Uppsala
04 November 2020
Uppsala
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*

Automotive Testing Expo
14 – 16 September 2020
Shanghai

CDIIF
18 – 20 November 2020
Chengdu

www.testing-expo.com/china/en

www.cdiif.com

IAS
15 – 19 September 2020
Shanghai
www.industrial-automation-show.com

InfoComm China
28 – 30 September 2020
Beijing
www.infocomm-china.com

CBB
13 – 16 October 2020
Shanghai
www.chinabrew-beverage.com

Japan
INTERPHEX
25 – 27 November 2020
Tokyo
www.interphex.jp

Singapore
OSEA
Virtual event
24 – 26 November 2020
Singapore
www.osea-asia.com

The protection of
employees, customers and
visitors is our top priority;
due to the COVID-19
pandemic, below listed
trade show dates are
subject to change
without notice.

Taiwan

North America

Automation Taipei
19 – 22 August 2020
Taipei

Canada

www.chanchao.com.tw/AutomationTaipei

Foodtech Taipei & BioPharmatech Taiwan
17 – 20 December 2020
Taipei
www.foodtech.com.tw

Vietnam

CWP
14 – 16 October 2020
Beijing

VIMF
18 – 20 November 2020
Dong Nai

www.chinawind.org.cn

www.vietnamindustrialfiesta.com/vimf-2020

ATX Montréal
07 – 08 October 2020
Montréal
www.admmontreal.com

USA
The Assembly Show
27 – 29 October 2020
Rosemont, IL
www.assemblymag.com/the-assembly-show

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/trade_shows

www.pc-control.net

